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Overview: Congressional Response
•
•
•
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•
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Phase 1
March 6
$8.3 billion for
public health
response
Economic Injury
Disaster Loans (EIDL)
Phase 2
March 10
$192 billion
Funding for states
for UI
Sick/medical leave
Nutrition programs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phase 3
March 27
$2.2 trillion
CARES Act
Payroll Protection
Program
Expanded (+$600
week) and extended
UI
Direct payments to
individuals
Bailouts for specific
industries
Expand small
business programs
incl. EIDL
Money for Fed for
Main Street Lending
Program and other
credit facilities

•
•
•
•

Phase 3.5
April 24
$484 billion
Additional funding
for parts of CARES
Act
PPP, EIDL, health

Phase 4???

Note: figure only lists highlights, does not include many other elements of the pieces of legislation.

Overview: The Fed’s Response
Standard monetary response:
• lowered target Fed funds to 0%‐0.25%
Financial crisis era tools:
• QE
• Revive TALF
New Programs:
• Primary and Secondary Market Corp. Credit Facilities – purchase of investment
grade corp. bonds (up to $750 billion)
• Main Street Lending Program for smaller business (up to $600 billion)
• April 30 – expands eligibility, reduces minimum size to $500,000
• Credit facilities for: Muni mkt, Commercial paper

Note: figure only lists highlights, does not list all Fed programs/actions.

COVID-19 Economic Impact
• With over 90% of the population under "stay-at-home" guidelines, up from
three-fifths in late March, U.S. economic activity has effectively stopped.
• U.S. GDP is expected to contract 5.3% in 2020.
• The current recession has likely reduced economic activity by 11.8% peak to
trough, which is roughly three times the decline seen during the Great
Recession in one-third of the time.
• Headline unemployment could reach 19% in May, which would be closer to the
reported Depression-era peak of 25% than to the 10% high during the global
financial crisis.
• Recovery will be gradual as fears linger and social distancing endures, but we
expect the economy will at least partly reopen in the third quarter.

Unprecedented Fiscal Response
• Authorized an estimated $2.3 trillion (around 11% of GDP) Coronavirus Aid, Relief and
Economy Security Act (CARES Act). The Act includes (i) $250 billion to provide onetime tax rebates to individuals; (ii) $250 billion to expand unemployment benefits; (iii)
$24 billion to provide a food safety net for the most vulnerable; (iv) $510 billion to
prevent corporate bankruptcy by providing loans, guarantees, and backstopping
Federal Reserve 13(3) program; (v) $359 billion in forgivable Small Business
Administration loans and guarantees to help small businesses that retain workers; (vi)
$100 billion for hospitals, (vii) $150 billion in transfers to state and local governments
and (viii) $49.9 billion for international assistance (including SDR28 billion for the IMF’s
New Arrangement to Borrow).
• $8.3 billion Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations
Act and $83.4 billion Families First Coronavirus Response Act. They together provide
0.5% GDP for: (i) Virus testing; transfers to states for Medicaid funding; development of
vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics; support for the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention responses. (ii) 2 weeks paid sick leave; up to 3 months emergency
leave for those infected (at 2/3 pay); food assistance; transfers to states to fund
expanded unemployment insurance. (iii) Expansion of Small Business Administration
loan subsidies. And (iv) $1.25 billion in international assistance. In addition, federal
student loan obligations have been suspended for 60 days.

Unprecedented Fiscal Response
On April 24, 2020, President Trump signed the Paycheck Protection Program and
Health Care Enhancement Act, which will allocate over $480 billion in additional
funding for the federal COVID-19 response, including:
• $320 billion in additional funds for the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), which
is the program the CARES Act established to allow for forgivable loans through the
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) for small companies to use to retain
employees on their payrolls. This measure infuses funding for additional PPP
loans since the original amount allocated to the program was exhausted on April
15, 2020. Of the new funding, $30 billion is set aside for loans made by federallyinsured lenders with between $10 billion and $50 billion in assets, and $30 billion is
set aside for loans made by community financial institutions and smaller federallyinsured banks and credit unions with less than $10 billion in assets.
• $60 billion in funding for Economic Injury Disaster Loans (EIDL).
• $75 billion in hospital assistance.
• $25 billion for COVID-19 testing, including $11 billion for states and municipalities,
$1 billion for testing costs for individuals without health insurance, and $1 billion for
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Monetary and Macro Financial Response
• Federal funds rate were lowered by 150bp in March to 0-0.25bp, and this posture maintained in
April. Purchase of Treasury and agency securities in the amount as needed. Expanded
overnight and term repos. Lowered cost of discount window lending. Reduced existing cost of
swap lines with major central banks and extended the maturity of FX operations; broadened
U.S. dollar swap lines to more central banks; offered temporary repo facility for foreign and
international monetary authorities.
• Federal banking supervisors encouraged depository institutions to use their capital and liquidity
buffers to lend, to work constructively with borrowers affected by COVID-19, and indicated
COVID-19 related loan modifications would not be classified as troubled debt restructurings.
Holdings of U.S. Treasury Securities and deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks could be
temporarily excluded from the calculation of the supplementary leverage ratio for holding
companies. And there will be a gradual phase-in of restrictions on distributions when a firm's
capital buffer declines. Other actions include offering regulatory reporting relief, providing
extension transition for the Current Expected Credit Loss (CECL) accounting standard, and
allowing early adoption of "the standardized approach for measuring counterparty credit risk".
Supervisory approach also adjusted to temporarily reduce scope and frequency of
examinations and give additional time to resolve non-critical, existing supervisory findings.
• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have announced assistance to borrowers, including providing
mortgage forbearance for 12 months and waiving related late fees, suspending reporting to
credit bureaus of delinquency related to the forbearance, suspending foreclosure sales and
evictions of borrowers for 60 days, and offering loan modification options.

Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
• $649 billion total appropriations (thus far)
• SBA Report (through April 16, 2020)
– https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/SBA%20PPP%20Loan%20Report%20
Deck.pdf
– Construction: 177,905 approved loans; $44.9 billion
– Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services: 208,360 approved loans; 43.9
billion
– Health Care and Social Assistance: 183,542 approved loans; $39.8 billion
– Accommodation and Food Services: 161,876 approved loans; $30.5 billion
– Retail Trade: 186,429 approved loans; $29.4 billion
– Real Estate and Rental and Leasing: 79,784 approved loans; $10.7 billion
• RER 8-Point Plan to Improve the PPP
– Available at www.rer.org
• CARES Act Authorization: Broad
• Implementation by Treasury, SBA: Narrow

Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
• Business Eligibility
– Statute: “Typical” small business PLUS “any business concern” with 500 employees or less
– SBA Interim Final Rule: Imports “Ineligibility Regulation” (13 CFR 120.110) and SOP Manual
[from “regular” Section 7(a) loan program]
•

13 CFR 120.110(c): Passive businesses owned by developers and landlords that do not actively use or
occupy the assets acquired or improved with the loan proceeds (except Eligible Passive Companies
under §120.111)

– SBA District Counsel Interpretation vis-à-vis “Real Estate and Rental and Leasing”
•
•
•

Only property management companies that do not own or lease real estate are PPP eligible
If applicant/affiliates own real estate, not PPP eligible as per SBA District Counsel interpretation
Not (yet) seen from SBA, Treasury HQs in DC

• “Allowable” Loan Uses and Loan Forgiveness
– Statute: Payroll, benefits, mortgage interest, rent, utilities, and “other debt obligations” (an
allowable loan use, but not eligible for forgiveness)
– SBA Interim Final Rule: No more than 25% of loan proceeds, forgivable amounts can be for
“non-payroll items”

• Affiliation Rules
– Statute: Affiliation rules waived for NAICS Code 72 (restaurants, hotels) and franchise locations
– Treasury FAQ #31: Companies with “adequate sources of liquidity,” “access to capital markets,”
“substantial market value” – Unlikely to make good faith certification that PPP loan “is necessary”
to support “ongoing operations”

Residential: Eviction/Forbearance
• CARES Act silent on business tenant eviction and mortgage forbearance issues
• Different rules for 1-4 family, vs. M-F properties ≥ 5 families
• Until Dec. 31, 2020 or POTUS terminates disaster declaration (whichever is first)
• Only for properties with “federally-backed” mortgages
– Insured or guaranteed by HUD, FHA, VA, other federal agency
– Purchased or securitized by Fannie, Freddie
– Not applicable to construction loans, other temporary financing

• M-F Residential Tenant Eviction Protections
–
–
–
–

For 4 months after enactment (about July 27, 2020): L can’t initiate eviction against T
30 days after 120-day eviction moratorium: Wait-period for L to issue eviction notice
30 days after eviction notice: T grace period, earliest point to vacate
No “economic impact” showing required from T (e.g., laid off, furloughed)

• M-F Landlord/Owner Forbearance Protections
–
–
–
–

Submit “forbearance request” to loan servicer to delay payments on federal mortgage
Affirm financial hardship due to COVID-19
Servicer shall provide forbearance up to 30 days
Borrower can request two additional 30-day extensions

• No forgiveness of underlying T duty to pay rent, or L duty to pay mortgage

Credit Facilities
The various credit facilities established thus far by the Treasury and the Federal Reserve
could provide up to $2.3 trillion in loans to support the economy. The full $454 billion of
CARES Act money allocated for credit support to lending facilities has not yet been
utilized. So, more loan programs, or expansion of these now existing loan programs,
could be forthcoming. The facilities are intended to:
‒

Bolster the effectiveness of the Small Business Administration's Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP) by supplying liquidity to participating financial institutions through term
financing backed by PPP loans to small businesses. The PPP provides loans to small
businesses so that they can keep their workers on the payroll. The Paycheck
Protection Program Liquidity Facility (PPPLF) will extend credit to eligible financial
institutions that originate PPP loans, taking the loans as collateral at face value;

‒

Increase the flow of credit to households and businesses through capital markets, by
expanding the size and scope of the Primary and Secondary Market Corporate Credit
Facilities (PMCCF and SMCCF) as well as the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan
Facility (TALF). These three programs will now support up to $850 billion in credit
backed by $85 billion in credit protection provided by the Treasury; and

‒

Help state and local governments manage cash flow stresses caused by the
coronavirus pandemic by establishing a Municipal Liquidity Facility that will offer up to
$500 billion in lending to states and municipalities. The Treasury will provide $35 billion
of credit protection to the Federal Reserve for the Municipal Liquidity Facility using
funds appropriated by the CARES Act.

Federal Reserve Credit Facilities
Federal Reserve introduced facilities to support the flow of credit, in some cases backed by
the Treasury using funds appropriated under the CARES Act. The facilities are:
1. Commercial Paper Funding Facility to facilitate the issuance of commercial paper by companies
and municipal issuers;
2. Primary Dealer Credit Facility to provide financing to the Fed’s 24 primary dealers collateralized
by a wide range of investment grade securities;
3. Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility to provide loans to depository institutions to
purchase assets from prime money market funds (covering highly rated asset backed commercial
paper and municipal debt);
4. Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility to purchase new bonds and loans from companies;
5. Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility to provide liquidity for outstanding corporate bonds;
6. Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) to enable the issuance of asset-backed
securities backed by student loans, auto loans, credit-card loans, loans guaranteed by the Small
Business Administration, CMBS and certain other assets;
7. Paycheck Protection Program Liquidity Facility (PPPLF) to provide liquidity to financial
institutions that originate loans under the Small Business Administration’s Paycheck Protection
Program which provides a direct incentive to small businesses to keep their workers on the payroll;
8. Main Street Lending Program to purchase new or expanded loans to small and mid-sized
businesses; and
9. Municipal Liquidity Facility to purchases short term notes directly from state and eligible local
governments.

TALF
• The TALF is a credit facility authorized under section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act intended to
help facilitate the issuance of asset-backed securities (“ABS”) and improving the market conditions
for ABS more generally.
• Under the TALF, the Fed will commit to lend to a (“SPV”) on a recourse basis. Utilizing an equity
investment from the Treasury of $10 billion in a special purpose vehicle (SPV), the TALF SPV
initially will make up to $100 billion of loans available. The loans will have a term of three years; will
be nonrecourse to the borrower; and will be fully secured by eligible ABS.
• Eligible collateral must be ABS where the underlying credit exposures are one of the following:
1. Auto loans and leases;
2. Student loans;
3. Credit card receivables (both consumer and corporate);
4. Equipment loans and leases;
5. Floorplan loans;
6. Insurance premium finance loans;
7. Certain small business loans that are guaranteed by the Small Business Administration;
8. Leveraged loans; or
9. Commercial mortgages.
• Eligible collateral will not include ABS that bear interest payments that step up or step down to
predetermined levels on specific dates. In addition, the underlying credit exposures of eligible
collateral must not include exposures that are themselves cash ABS or synthetic ABS.

TALF - CMBS
• To be eligible collateral, all or substantially all of the underlying credit exposures must
be newly issued, except for legacy agency and non-agency CMBS.
• The feasibility of adding other asset classes to the facility or expanding the scope of
existing asset classes will be considered in the future.
• Conflicts of interest: Eligible borrowers and issuers of eligible collateral will be subject
to the conflicts of interest requirements of section 4019 of the CARES Act.
• Restriction on single-asset single-borrower (“SASB”) CMBS and commercial real
estate collateralized loan obligations (“CRE CLOs”): SASB CMBS and CRE CLOs will
not be eligible collateral.
• Restrictions on CLO loan substitution: Only static CLOs will be eligible collateral.
• Important to include a broader range of investment grade commercial real estate debt
instruments as eligible TALF assets:
–
–
–
–
–

Legacy and new issuance, investment grade, non-agency CMBS;
Investment grade Agency Credit Risk Transfer (CRT) securities;
Legacy and new issuance Single-Asset, Single-Borrower (SASB) CMBS;
Commercial real estate (CRE) collateralized loan obligations (CLOs); and
U.S. commercial real estate (CRE) first mortgage loans (which have capital charges equivalent
to investment grade/NAIC CM 1 and 2 and loans in good standing, or can obtain a rating agency
letter confirming that the pledged loan is rated at least single-A).

Main Street Lending Program
• The Department of the Treasury, using funding from the CARES Act will provide $75
billion in equity to the Main Street facility and will purchase up to $600 billion in loans.
• The Main Street Lending Program will enhance support for small and mid-sized
businesses that were in good financial standing before the crisis by offering 4-year
loans to companies employing up to 10,000 workers or with revenues of less than $2.5
billion. Principal and interest payments will be deferred for one year.
• Eligible banks may originate new Main Street loans or use Main Street loans to
increase the size of existing loans to businesses. Banks will retain a 5 percent share,
selling the remaining 95 percent to the Main Street facility, which will purchase up to
$600 billion of loans.
• Firms seeking Main Street loans must commit to make reasonable efforts to maintain
payroll and retain workers. Borrowers must also follow compensation, stock
repurchase, and dividend restrictions that apply to direct loan programs under the
CARES Act. Firms that have taken advantage of the PPP may also take out Main
Street loans.

Main Street Lending Program
• Eligible Lenders: Eligible Lenders are U.S. insured depository institutions, U.S. bank holding
companies, and U.S. savings and loan holding companies.
• Eligible Borrowers: Eligible Borrowers are businesses with up to 10,000 employees or up to $2.5
billion in 2019 annual revenues. Each Eligible Borrower must be a business that is created or
organized in the U.S. or under the laws of the U.S. with significant operations in and a majority of its
employees based in the U.S. Eligible Borrowers that participate in the Facility may not also
participate in the MSELF or the Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility.
• Eligible Loans: An Eligible Loan is an unsecured term loan made by an Eligible Lender(s) to an
Eligible Borrower that was originated on or after April 8, 2020, provided that the loan has the
following features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4 year maturity;
Amortization of principal and interest deferred for one year;
Adjustable rate of SOFR + 250-400 basis points;
Minimum loan size of $1 million;
Maximum loan size that is the lesser of (i) $25 million or (ii) an amount that, when added to the Eligible
Borrower’s existing outstanding and committed but undrawn debt, does not exceed four times the
Eligible Borrower’s 2019 earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (“EBITDA”);
and
6. Prepayment permitted without penalty.

• Concerns about eligibility for commercial real estate regarding leverage limits, loan limits, affiliation
and dividend restrictions.

Forbearance
• The federal financial institution regulatory agencies, in consultation with state financial
regulators, issued a revised interagency statement encouraging financial institutions to
work constructively with borrowers affected by COVID-19 and providing additional
information regarding loan modifications.
• The revised statement clarifies the interaction between the interagency statement
issued on March 22, 2020, and the temporary relief provided by Section 4013 of the
CARES Act, which was signed into law on March 27, 2020. Section 4013 allows
financial institutions to suspend the requirements to classify certain loan modifications
as troubled debt restructurings (TDRs). The revised statement also provides
supervisory interpretations on past due and nonaccrual regulatory reporting of loan
modification programs and regulatory capital.
• The agencies encourage financial institutions to work with borrowers and will not
criticize institutions for doing so in a safe and sound manner. The agencies view
prudent loan modification programs offered to financial institution customers affected
by COVID-19 as positive and proactive actions that can manage or mitigate adverse
impacts on borrowers, and lead to improved loan performance and reduced credit risk.
• The agencies' examiners will exercise judgment in reviewing loan modifications,
including TDRs, and will not automatically adversely risk-rate credits that are affected
by COVID-19, including those considered TDRs. Regardless of whether modifications
are considered TDRs or are adversely classified, agency examiners will not criticize
prudent efforts to modify terms on existing loans for affected customers.

REMIC Forbearance
• The IRS has provided safe harbors (Rev. Proc. 2020-26) under which modifications to
some mortgage loans in connection with a forbearance program are not treated as
replacing the unmodified obligation with a newly issued obligation, giving rise to
prohibited transactions, or manifesting a power to vary when determining the federal
income tax status of securitization vehicles that hold the loans.
– It covers both federally-backed and private mortgages
– It covers residential and commercial mortgages
– It covers forbearance and modifications that are voluntary between the parties, not just federalmandated or state-mandated forbearance
– The borrower needs to be experiencing a financial hardship due to COVID-19, but the
connection between the hardship and COVID-19 can be indirect

• For mortgage loans held by real estate mortgage investment conduits or investment
trusts, Rev. Proc. 2020-26 applies to (1) forbearances of any federally backed
mortgage loans or federally backed multifamily mortgage loans under the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, respectively, and all related
modifications, and (2) forbearances and all related modifications that are not described
in the revenue procedure, that are provided by a holder or servicer, that are agreed to
by the borrower of any federally backed or non-federally-backed mortgage loan, and
that are made under forbearance programs for borrowers experiencing a financial
hardship caused directly or indirectly by the COVID-19 emergency.

Pandemic Risk and Business Interruption
• There has been extensive discussion on the gaps of most business interruption (BI)
insurance policies to cover pandemic risk related claims and the lack of pandemic risk
commercial insurance availability.
• It is important to enact an effective a federal program to address these gaps.
• Government recovery action should not interfere with the appropriate resolution of
existing business interruption insurance claims.
• The next phase of the Congressional COVID-19 response should provide liquidity to put
American workplaces in a position to reopen and rehire.
• Looking forward, a Federal business interruption insurance program should be put into
place before there is a recurrence of pandemic or government-ordered shutdown in
response to other phenomena.
• To address this dilemma, there are a number of preliminary legislative proposals being
developed.

Workplace Recovery Act
Provides direct reimbursement to every business for operating losses, limited to
90% of past revenues through a Federal Automated Security Trust (FAST) program.
• The FAST program will rely on IRS data currently held on every business to provide direct
reimbursement to each company via a software platform to ensure simplicity, speed, accountability
and audit-ability.
• Funds will be provided by a new Trust to be funded by the Treasury and the Federal Reserve.
• Payments will cover payroll, operating expenses, rent and debt service through Dec. 31, 2020.

Establishes a new government-funded business interruption insurance add-on for
every privately administered commercial insurance plan to protect against future
national pandemics
• Processing will be provided by private insurers as part of their standard coverage.
• Businesses will pay a small premium to cover transaction and processing fees.
• Government will back-stop all national crisis operating losses not covered by current plans.

Help workplaces recover without expanding the government further into the private
sector.
• The federal government’s immediate role will be to provide compensation to businesses that is owed
pursuant to the Fifth Amendment as a result of state and local government-imposed demands to stop
economic activity.
• The government’s long-term role will be to backstop all risk stemming from national crises that cannot
be collateralized by insurers or other private sector entities.
• The WRA accomplishes both urgent needs without expanding the scope of federal government
beyond its appropriate role.

Pandemic Risk Insurance Act
• Rep. Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) is leading the effort in the House Financial Services
Committee to develop a pandemic risk insurance program.
• The Pandemic Risk Insurance Act of 2020 (PRIA) would create the Pandemic Risk
Reinsurance Program to ensure that there is sufficient capacity to cover these losses
and protect our economy in the event of a future pandemic – “a system of shared
public and private compensation for business interruption losses resulting from future
pandemics or public health emergencies.”
• PRIA would require insurance companies to offer business interruption insurance
policies that cover pandemics. Like the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA), the
federal government would serve as a backstop to maintain marketplace stability and
to share the burden alongside private industry. Marsh is working on a similar
measure.

Restarting the Economy
• The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) are leading a government effort to create a public health
strategy to combat the COVID-19 and reopen parts of the country.
• As part of this effort, President Trump announced the various leaders who will form the
Great American Economic Revival Industry Groups.
• As these leaders begin their important work with the White House to establish a path
toward reopening and growing the American economy in the wake of COVID-19.
• Our Homeland Security Task Force has established a Building Re-Entry Working
Group that is focusing on:
– Addressing legal liability issues
– Developing health-related standards and essential measures
– Regional timing for economic restart

Tax Policy – COVID-19
• Phases I – III and Regulatory Actions
– Cash flow-focused tax relief
• Immediate recovery rebates for individuals
• Tax payment extensions and deferrals for individuals and businesses
• Tax refunds for businesses through amendment of prior tax returns
– Added tax flexibility for transactions
• Like-kind exchanges
• Opportunity Zones
• Mortgage-backed securities: loan modifications
– Employee retention incentives

Tax Policy – COVID-19
• Observations and implications for real estate
– Tax policy can deliver liquidity to individuals; not ideal delivery mechanism for
businesses
– Rebate checks and tax deferrals, combined with unemployment benefits, are
helping renters and homeowners meet obligations
– Retroactive tax relief in CARES Act helpful to real estate – generates
immediate refunds for prior tax years
– Treasury actively seeking to remove tax friction (strict deadlines, estimated
payments, etc.)
– POTUS wants more rebate checks, payroll tax holiday
– Importance of tax policy will increase as emphasis shifts from “pain relief” to
stimulus (capital formation, demand)

Tax Policy – COVID-19
• Going forward: key real estate tax issues and priorities
– COVID 19-related debt restructurings and work-outs
• Cancellation of indebtedness income
– Unpaid rent: tax consequences
– Lease modifications: potential tax consequences
– REIT reforms:
• Equity interest in, or lending to, tenants
• Distributions: stock vs. cash
– Economic stimulus: capital formation / FIRPTA
– Accelerated depreciation for energy-efficiency improvements

